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The Yallaroo stud sale team contains several new bloodlines with both horned and polled
genetics in the team. Assisted by the terrific grass growing season, outstanding weight gains
of up to 3 kg per day on grass only over a 50 day period have been achieved. New bloodlines
in both horned and polled bulls all show tremendous muscle, weight gain and temperament.
While the 2020 team had great weight for age, this year’s team is a similar weight in
November, off grass only, not February, as was the case with the previous year’s sale team.
Opening the Yallaroo sale will be Yallaroo Quebec Q18 ( H ), A. I. sired by Lotus Zeus and
from one of the top females Yallaroo Silver Queen J40. Q18 has balanced breedplan figures
along with good EMA.
It brings us great pleasure to witness the success clients are having with Yallaroo bloodlines,
with some exceptional returns in the recent selling season, up to 525c/kg. Nutrien Breeding
have completed semen testing and scrotal measurements, along with BVDV testing. Semen
fertility was high for every bull in the team.
Yallaroo is also a J-Bas 8 herd, and all bulls treated with 7-1. All photos taken in mid
December and bulls were grass fed.

Yallaroo Quebec Q18 Born 25/3/2019 (H)
Sire Lotus Zeus (H)

Yallaroo Quote Q44 (H)
Born 3/5/19
Sire Yallaroo Monarch M17
Selecting a sale order for the team has been a nightmare because of the uniformity of the bulls. Quote Q44 though,
has been a favourite and the pick of many who have inspected the team. By home bred sire, Y. Monarch, Quote has
outstanding muscle, growth and weight for age. At 15 months old, Quote had an EMA of 122cm. With a reasonable birth
EBV and massive 600day weight, along with high milk, he is an outstanding package.

Yallaroo Quart Q45 (H)
Born 7/5/19
Sire Yallaroo Merlin
A true gentle giant, Quart has a low birthweight and has been the top weight bull every weighing since weaning. Quart
has been the heaviest bull for age we have ever had at Yallaroo in over 50years of breeding. A deep, thick, soft fleshed
sire, we believe he can add meat to any herd. Out of a Foxforth Valuable sired dam who have been consistent breeders.

Yallaroo Qualify Q25 (P)
Born 28/3/19
Sire Tycolah Jovial F77 (PP)
Qualify Q25 is another bull with growth, length and carcase. Sired by the Dubbo Grand Champion, Tycolah Jovial
F77 who sold for $80,000 at the Dubbo Hereford Society sale. Qualify has beautiful laid in shoulders to compliment his
growth. We used Qualify to cover after our A.I. programme in 2020 and look forward to his calves. Since coming out of
the cows he has gained 3 kg a day.

Yallaroo Qantas Q17 (scur)
Born 24/3/19
Sire Allendale Anzac M9 (PP)
A well balanced bull with great length. Sired by an Allendale Anzac Poll sire but has scurs. The Anzacs need no
introduction to the white face enthusiasts as right across Australia they are popular genetics. Qantas has great depth of
hindquarter as well as good performance figures along with a terrific temperament.

Yallaroo Quad Q35 (H)
Born 18/4/19
Sire Yallaroo Monarch M17
Another block of meat by Monarch M17. The dam of Q35 produced our top price of $18,500 at the 2019 Brunswick
Supreme sale. Quad is a typical Monarch bull that is square, deep and chock full of red meat. Quad topped the scrotal
measurements with 44cm. This is a bull with quality from end to end.

Yallaroo Quincey Q38 (H)
Born 23/4/19
Sire Yallaroo Monarch M17
Milk, Meat and Muscle. Quincey exemplifies the consistency of the Monarch M17 bulls and is out of dam by Yallaroo
Captain C15. We have many productive Captain females with six of the sale team from Captain daughters. Q38 will offer
the beef industry the required carcase needed.

Yallaroo Question Q29 (H)
Born 1/4/19
Sire Yallaroo Monarch M17
At the risk of sounding like a recording, Q29 is another great Monarch M17 son, showing similar beehisproducing ability
as it siblings. They all have great eye pigment and placement with good skin and hair quality. Another meat machine for
the industry. Easy going, easy doing wrapped in a quality package.

Yallaroo Quantam Q19 (scur)
Born 25/3/19
Sire Allendale Anzac M9 (PP)
Quantam is an extremely long, smooth shouldered poll bred bull we used over our heifers in the 2020 mating. Sired by
Allendale Anzac from a Silver Queen family dam. The Silver Queens were a foundation family when we founded Yallaroo
over 50 years ago. Quantam gained 3 kg a day after coming out of the heifers. Has a 43 cm scrotal measurement.

Yallaroo Quick Q12 (Poll)
Born 22/3/19
Sire Tycolah Jovial F77 (PP)
By the $80,000 Tycolah Jovial F77, Quick Q12 would be ideal for heifer mating, a safe calving sire that will produce
profitable progeny. Well balanced performance figures, chock full of quality and boasting a 41cm scrotal measurement.
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